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  Pryvit*
We are excited to bring this issue of Craftziners 
Magazine and hope you will find it as inspiring as each 
and every issue. 

I am Madhavi of Craftziners  Magazine, owner of www.
craftziners.com.

Our goal is to inspire you with great articles on crafting, 
art and much more. 

I would like to extend a big thankyou to Dr. Jyoti for 
joining the team. I have really enjoyed being part of this 
issue, and hope you have fun reading.

Madhavi
 

* how to greet people in Ukrainian!

www.craftziners.com
www.craftziners.info
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MEET OUR TEAM 

Sangita V.S
Sangita has been a part of Craftziners right from the beginning, she was our first con-
tributor.  She takes time in her very busy schedule and does the editing for the maga-
zine. You can see more of her works at www.craftziners.com

 
Muskaan Pervez
Muskaan has been painting as long as she can remember. She enjoys painting and shar-
ing her skills with others. During her spare time she takes classes at her home. You can 
see more of her works at www.craftziners.com

Divya N
Divya is a Fashion and jewelry Designer. She loves designing jewelry which she sells
under her brand name Sayuri™. She uses various craft techniques and new materials in 
her work which makes it innovative. You can see more of her works at
Blog- http://jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
Facebook brand page & store – https://www.facebook.com/JewelsofSayuri
store - http://sayuri.itshandmade.in/

Navya Das
Navya has completed Fashion & Textile Designing . She loves to innovate new crafts
mostly painting and crochet.  You can find more of her works at 
blog: http://navyascreations.blogspot.com

Dr.Jyoti Gupta
Dr. Jyoti Gupta is into arts since 25 years,and conducting my own finearts institute
as “ISHA’S INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND ASTROPALMISTRY. You can see more of her works at 
http://sculpturemagic.blogspot.in/

Aafreen Pervez
Aafreen is the youngest CZS team member. She is here to contribute art and crafts that 
can be done by kids.

http://jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/JewelsofSayuri
http://sayuri.itshandmade.in/
http://navyascreations.blogspot.com
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COLD PORCELAIN WORK ON TIN PLANTERS
LALITA SOLOMON

This was the most popular post in the month of July in Craftziners. Lalita Solomon shares how 
to make cold porcelain work on tin planters. Feast your eyes!
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COLD PORCELAIN WORK ON TIN PLANTERS
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet Shalini Mittal Of  Crafters Corner

Crafters Corner is the online desti-
nation  where you can find all the 
latest paper craft tools and materi-
als. We are here with the interview 
of the brain behind Crafters corner 
- Shalini Mittal.

TELL US A LITTLE MORE ABOUT 
CRAFTERS CORNER AND HOW IT 
ALL STARTED?

Crafters corner was a dream come true...
Actually i started paper quilling as a hobby 
and i don’t know when it became a passion 
for me....And as we all know that when we 
do something with full heart we want to 
experiment to our level best...So did I..But i 
was very sad to see that no products were 
available in India and we had to look for 
our relatives to come back from different countries and get us something or the other but 
how long it could work for all of us so the very same day I decided to give a platform to the 
people where they could explore their creativity to the fullest without having any scarcity 
of the craft material in india.

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR BUSINESS AND WEBSITE, AND WHAT IN-
SPIRED YOU TO START?

Crafters corner is only aiming to look for more and more varieties of products under one 
category. www.crafterscorner.in is already a very user friendly website.....It has got all those 
features which helps in filtering your needs easily so one can make things fast......Also we 
have got the best delivery and packaging services....For example from Delhi to Mumbai we 
deliver in 24 hours with the same courier charges .

www.crafterscorner.in
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet Shalini Mittal Of  CRAFTERS CORNER

HOW DID YOU DECIDE ON THE 
BRAND NAME
 “CRAFTERS CORNER”?

Crafters corner caters to the all needs and all 
ages  of crafters and that is why we call it 
crafters corner....Where you can come and get 
everything you want for your crafting needs...
Whether it be a cutter, trimmer, machines, 
punches,cardstock, printed papers,embossing 
powders, ....A long list to go for. In crafters cor-
ner we believe in ready stuff and not in preor-
ders so for the same reason most of the time we 
are always ready with our stock and dont let our 
customers wait for long. And on special 
requirements if we do take pre orders and then 
those are also served within 15-20 days.

CAN YOU TELL US SOMETHING 
ABOUT THE FUTURE PLANS FOR 
CRAFTERS CORNER? 
FOR EXAMPLE, NEW PRODUCTS THAT YOU PLAN TO BRING IN, ETC.

In crafters corner soon you are going to experience that it is the only website who is of-
fering the maximum no. Of products with maximum brands.....Right now also we have no 
competition in foreign brands . Already when ever their is a new launch in any brand we 
are the first one to serve our customers....Whether it be a spellbinder die, tim holtz marker 
set,.....Etc.

Even the people who are from other countries who are residing in india...For them also 
crafters corner is the favourite place for shopping as they believe we give them the best va-
riety and the most competitive prices.  Also soon we are coming up with our blog to reach 
out to more and more people for sharing their creativity. 
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet Shalini Mittal Of  Crafters Corner

ON A PERSONAL FRONT 
(MORE ABOUT SHALINI), WHAT 
CRAFT MEDIUMS DO YOU WORK 
WITH AND WHAT ARE YOUR 
MOST FAVORITES?

I personally have the full collection of paper 
craft material and i am so passionate about 
my work that i make it a point that i dont  
leave any machineries, punches, stamps,etc 
for myself :) But my favourite paper craft is 
scrapbooking....And i have got the best tools 
for this...Like trimmer, embossing machine, 
dies(any brand),papers,........Hmmmm what to 
write and what not.

WHAT OR WHO INSPIRES YOU?

My backbone for my work is my family and 
specially my husband who is always there 
with me like a strong pillar  making sure to 

give me the best in any circumstances.

DO YOU HAVE A WORK ROOM 
OR YOUR OWN STUDIO?

Yes i do have a working room for myself but 
i think all crafters will agree that their never 

could be a neat and clean room for crafting 
so when i work there its horrible.
To give the best to our craft projects we can 
go to any extent of being messy.
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet Shalini Mittal Of  CRAFTERS CORNER

WHERE DO YOU SELL 
YOUR WORK OR 
DESIGNS?

We have tie ups with lot of firms 
but due to their policies we cant 
make their name public....But we 
are dealing with many leading 
corporates and gift packaging 
companies.

Also there are lot of compnies 
who are reselling our designs and 
products. Infact we do special 
orders of wedding cards, birthday 

invitations,  customised albums.

DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN ANY 
SHOWS OR SPECIAL EVENTS?

yes we do yearly exhibitions and that is the 
one time of the year when i sell my hand-
made products....this year we did delhi’s 
two biggest exhibitions and also now we 
have more proposals for this year after 
getting a great success here....also we are 
getting offers from new zealand and other 
countries to exhibit there.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
VALUABLE TIME, WE KNOW 
OUR READERS WILL BE SO 
PLEASED TO MEET YOU.

I m so glad to be a part of this lovely 
magazine..Thanks for considering me for 
your magazine.
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 EMBROIDERY SERIES : CREWEL EMBROIDERY

Crewel Embroidery, or Crewelwork, is a decorative form of surface embroidery using wool and 
a variety of different embroidery stitches to follow a design outline applied to the fabric. The 
technique is at least a thousand years old. It was used in the Bayeux Tapestry, in Jacobean em-
broidery and in the Quaker tapestry.

The origin of the word crewel is unknown but is thought to come from an ancient word de-
scribing the curl in the staple, the single hair of the wool. Crewel wool has a long staple; it is 
fine and can be strongly twisted. Modern crewel wool is a fine, 2-ply or 1-ply yarn available in 
many different colours.

The crewel technique is not a counted-thread embroidery (like canvas work), but a style of 
free embroidery. It was in the 17th Century, its heyday, and now traditionally worked on a 
closely woven linen twill ground “Jacobean linen twill” fabric, typically linen or cotton. This 
linen is part of the design and many stitches allow the sight of the linen through and around 
the design. More recently commercially made crewel is being made on Matka silk, cotton vel-
vet, rayon velvet, silk organza, net fabric and also jute. A firm fabric is required to support the 
weight of the stitching. Special crewel needles or [sewing needle] are required, with a wide 
body, large eye and a sharp point.

The outlines of the design to be worked are often screen printed onto the fabric or can be 
transferred to plain fabric using modern transfer pens, containing water soluble ink or air solu-
ble ink, or iron-on designs applied using transfer sheets. The old fashioned “pinprick and chalk” 
or “prick and pounce” methods also work well. This is where the design outlines on paper are 
pricked with a needle to produce perforations along the lines. Powdered chalk or pounce ma-
terial is then forced through the holes onto the fabric using a felt pad or stipple brush in order 
to replicate the design on the material.

Designs range from the traditional to more contemporary patterns. The traditional design 
styles are often referred to as Jacobean embroidery featuring highly stylized floral and animal 
designs with flowing vines and leaves.

Many different embroidery stitches are used in crewelwork to create a textured and colorful 
effect. Unlike silk or cotton embroidery threads, crewel wool is thicker and creates a raised, 
dimensional feel to the work. Some of the techniques and stitches include:
Outlining stitches such as stem stitch, chain stitch and split stitch
Satin stitches to create flat, filled areas within a design
Couched stitches, where one thread is laid on the surface of the fabric and another thread is 
used to tie it down. Couching is often used to create a trellis effect within an area of the de-
sign.  Seed stitches, applied randomly in an area to give a lightly shaded effect
    French knots are commonly used in floral and fruit motifs for additional texture
    Laid and Couched Work
    Long and Short “soft shading”
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 EMBROIDERY SERIES : CREWEL EMBROIDERY

Design Size

12.5 x 21 cm 

Colors
1 skein each of two 
shades of pink  and 
three shades of 
green
1 strand of wool was 
used throughout

Stitches

The calyx (base of 
the flower head) 
of each flower is 
worked in stem 
stitch - those on the 
larger flowers are 
in dark green and 
those on the smaller 
ones are in mild 
green. The outline 
is worked first, then 
the rows are filled 
in with stem stitch. 
Each row is worked 
in the same direc-
tion. 

The flowers and 
stems are worked 
in chain stitch - the 
larger flowers are in 
deep pink, 
the smaller one are iin pale pink and the stem are in dark green.

The leaves are worked using all three shades of green. Each leaf was outlined in split stitch 
first,  then embroidered in satin stitch. The top left has the top side worked in pale green 
and the lower side in mid-green. The remainder are in pale or mid-green, with the excep-
tion of the centre bottom leaf which is in dark green
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Hi
From this months issue I will be guiding you to make different types of artificial flowers. 
First in this series is Kundan (3d Rhinestone) Flowers. 

          
 ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS SERIES - KUNDAN FLOWERS

BY MUSKAAN PERvEZ

Things you need?

Different types(shapes & sizes) of 
kunduns
Fancy beads
Floral string – Gold
Green tape

How to do?

Step 1: Cut the gold string to about 
15cm. There will be two holes on the 
either side of the cone (thilakam)
shaped kundans.

Step 2: Insert the string to holes in a 
kundan.

Step 3: Fold the string and twist it to 
make stem. This forms one petal.

Step 4: Make more petals by following 
step 3/ Step 3.

Step 5: Take another string and fold it to equal halves, now insert 10 fancy beads to it.

Step 6: Use the beads string as pollen and arrange four petals (kundans) around the pollen 
without any gap. Now tie the stems with another string.

Step 7: Under this, without any gap arrange 4 or 5 petals, tie it tightly with the string

Step 8: Now stick the green tape around the stem part.

Step 9: you will get a beautiful kundan flowers

Step 10: Similarly you can use different colors of kundans to make these flowers
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 KIDS ART CORNER -HOW TO DO COLLAGE ART ?

Its very easy and simple to do Collage work

Materials Needed

Card - You can print out the design
Glue
Tissue paper in different colors

How to do?

Rip up your tissue paper into small pieces.

Paint your card with glue.

Glue the ripped tissued to the card in the design of the car. I found it easier to first do 
the body of the car and then the windows and wheels.

BY AAFREEN PERvEZ
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 ARTS & CRAFTS OF INDIA -KALAMKARI PAINTING

The Literal translation of the word kalamkari is Pen Craft. The intricate pictures are drawn 
with kalam or bamboo reed using natural dyes. The antiquity of natural dyed fabrics in India 
dates back to the pre-Christian era. The samples of these fabrics have been found in many 
excavations carried out at several parts of the world like Cairo, Greece, Central Asia and Ara-
bia suggesting an overseas trade.

Percy Brown in Arts and Crafts of India- a descriptive study, New Delhi, 1903 mentions that 
Kalamkari during 18th century was practised all over the Coromandal cost stretching from 
Machalipatnam at the north to southern parts of India, especially in areas like kalahasti, Sa-
lem, Madura, Palakolu, Machalipatnam, Tanjore, Eleimbedu in Chengalpet, and in Cocanada 
districts.

The Natural dyestuffs used in this craft are inexpensive and freely available in many parts of 
our country. These decorated fabrics were either used as temple backcloths or as garments. 
The art of Kalamkari, which has been practised in several parts of India from early times is 
now confined to merely a few places. The craftsmen of Machalipatnam produce beautiful 
block printed materials like table linen, lungies, blankets etc. Tanjore Kalamkari craftsmen 
specialise in temple decorations like thumbais etc. Today, the chemical dyes have replaced 
the natural dyes in both the centres. Unlike other centres of Kalamkari, the craftsmen of Sri-
kalahasti still use the  ancient techniques of dyeing, which they had inherited from the earli-
est days. The wall hangings drawn free hands are the most popular creations of the Crafts-
men. Hindu mythology is the main source of themes. Some of the craftsmen in Srikalahasti 
also produce beautiful textile materials drawn free hand.
Bagru, Sanganer, Palampur and Faizabad are few centres in northern India where Kalamkari 
is practised.

BY SRINIvAS KROTHAPALLY
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 ARTS & CRAFTS OF INDIA - KALAMKARI PAINTING

SRIKALAHASTI KALAMKARI – ITS CHARACTERISTICS

Srikalahasti is a small temple town situated in the Chitoor district of Andhra Pradesh. (100 
kms. from Chennai). It is one of the famous Centres of pilgrimage in South India. The his-
tory of the place dates back to the period of Kannappa – first of 63 Nayanmars.

The Srikalahastisvara temple built during middle-Chola period
(circa 1000 AD.), rich in stone carvings and decorative motifs remains to be the source of 
inspiration for the craftsmen even today.

The climatic conditions, availability of dyestuffs and clean flowing water from the river 
Svarnamukhi makes Srikalahasti an ideal place for Kalamkari production. All India Handi-
crafts Board under president ship of late Dr. Kamala Devi Chattopadhyaya started the 
Kalamkari Training and Production Centre at Srikalahasti in the year 1957. Mr.Kora Rama-
murthy, a Chennai based contemporary painter, who did pioneering work on revival of 
Kalamkari and other languishing crafts of Andhra Pradesh was selected as honorary sec-
retary to this centre. Under his guidance, the centre produced many artists of quality and 
great skill.

Today there are 150 craftsmen practising this ancient craft. The mythology is the main 
source of themes. The panels are drawn from the Ramayana, Mahabharatha and from 
Bhagavata. Normally a big story panel is segmented into many smaller sections. The panel 
commences with the picture of an artist, seeking blessing from Lord Ganesha. A scene 
from the story is depicted in each section. The artist also narrates the events of the story 
by means of written Telugu passages below the picture. The language is usually formal.
Some important features of Srikalahasti Kalamkari traditions :

    Elaborate decorations on jewellery / costumes etc.
    Use of beaded line and use of heart shaped designs in borders.
    Simplification of colours, shading is eliminated
    Rounded faces, long and big eyes.
    The colours Red, Yellow, Blue, Green and Black are dominant. 

Red colour is obtained from Indian madder, Yellow from myrobalan
flower, Blue from Indigo plant and Black from Iron fillings and sugar
molasses. In spite of many repercussions of the modern age, the skillful artists of Srikala-
hasti continue and maintain their own identity and workmanship. In addition to the tra-
ditional uses of kalamkari as ritual cloths in temples and textile material; the present day 
craftsmen added innovative designs like table clothes, letter holders, bags, purses, files, 
greeting cards, and dinner mats.

BY SRINIvAS KROTHAPALLY
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 MAKING OF A KALAMKARI PAINTING

TECHNIQUE: PREPARATION OF CLOTH

Wash thick cotton cloth well, beat to remove starch. Do not use soap. The cloth is then 
boiled in water for sometime in order to remove other impurities.

Take finely grounded myrobalan nut powder. This is 
used here because of its high tannin content. Add fine-
ly grounded myrobalan- nut powder in to buffaloes 
milk. Stir up well until the solution appears pale yellow.
For Ten metres cotton cloth:
Myrobalan ( Termalia chebula Retz )   150 grams.
Buffaloes Milk   2 litres.

       

The fat in buffaloes milk prevents dye from spreading 
on the cloth .For the best results avoid, boiled milk 
or standardized milk that is supplied in sachets. After 
soaking the cloth in the above solution for 5 min-
utes, wring it very tightly and dry in sunlight for 6 to 8 
hours. Leave it under room temperature for one day. 
The treated fabric is ready for use.

This treatment helps the fabric to absorb the required 
metallic mordant, and also to develop a permanent 
black colour ,using ferrous mordant.

USEFUL INFORMATION

Use non- reactive vessels like plastic / enamel /glass or stainless steel for soaking.
The Tannin coated cloth should stored in a dry place, away from moisture and strong 
sunlight. Otherwise, spreading of dye and poor line quality would result .The maximum 
life of treated cloth is 40 days. (since Tannin on the fabric, becomes inert on passage of 
time) 

MAKING OF KALAM

This instrument is used to draw lines on the cloth. A bamboo reed is taken and a wool-
len rag is rolled over it. Latter it is entwined by a cotton thread. (See figure-1). 

 Destarched Cotton Cloth

Myrobalan Coated Cloth

BY SRINIvAS KROTHAPALLY
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 MAKING OF A KALAMKARI PAINTING

The tip of this instrument 
should be thin and sharp. 
The skin of the bamboo 
is retained on one of the 
side, which gives the reed 
strength and longer life to 

the tip.

When this instrument is dipped in to the dye solution, the woolen ball absorbs the dye by 
capillary actions. The artist holds the loaded kalam in upright position gently presses the 
woolen ball and drags it on the cloth. The dye, which comes out of the woolen ball, passing 
through the bamboo point, reaches the cloth.

The kalams that have broad tips are used to draw thicker lines and also for filling flat areas 
on the cloth.

PREPARATION OF BLACK SOLUTION
(Known as Kassim in Srikalahasti parlance)
Soak the following in the closed earthern pot for fifteen days.

Cane Jaggery  300 grams.
Palm Jaggery  150 grams.
Iron Fillings  2 Kg.
Water  10 litres.

Mix palm and cane jaggeries powder together and allow it to dissolve in the water, after 
which iron fillings are dropped. The solution is stirred once in a few days and covered im-
mediately. The fermentation takes place in a closed earthen pot. The reaction takes place 
between molasses and the iron fillings to form the 
resultant solution, the ferrous acetate.

This solution on contact with myrobalan coated 
cloth turns in to highly permanent black (Ferrous 
acetate reacting with Tannin). After 15 days filter 
all solid iron particles carefully and store it in a 
closed glass or plastic vessel.

DRAWING BLACK LINES
Draw preliminary lines with charcoal, usually made 
of burnt tamarind twigs. Dip the kalam in iron 
black solution. The woollen ball attached to the 
reed absorbs the dye. The artist then drags

BY SRINIvAS KROTHAPALLY
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 MAKING OF A KALAMKARI PAINTING

the kalam in upright position on the cloth, slightly squeezing the woolen ball. The dye on con-
tact with the myrobalan treated cloth turns in to black. (Reaction of Fe. Acetate on Tannin)

The lines thus obtained are allowed to dry for about 1 minute, after which the excess dye is care-
fully removed by an absorbent cloth. (Thin cotton cloth–slightly wet) The artist takes extreme 
caution to prevent any accidental spillings of dye on the cloth. The Kalamkari black has an excel-
lent colourfastness.

The tip of the bamboo pen has to be renewed when-
ever it becomes blunt. The thick padding is necessary 
underneath the cloth while using pen or kalam. After 
every use, wash kalam with plenty of water, squeez-
ing woolen ball several times. 

USEFUL INFORMATION

The same black dye might be used for block printing 
on myrobalan treated cloth; however, the dye has 
to be thickened by adding glue (Meypro gum / gum 
arabic) to the required consistency.    When an artist 
wishes to retain the drawing only in black and white, 
he must wash the drawing in enough water and al-
low it to boil in water for about 2 minutes.

MORDANTING TO OBTAIN RED COLOUR

Red colour is obtained by mordanting the cloth with 
alum and then dyeing with dyestuffs rich in naturally 
occurring alizarin.Mordant colours are those colouring 
matters, which while possessing no colouring power 
in them are yet capable of combining with metallic 
basses to form insoluble precipitates on the cloth.
The Alum is powdered and allowed to dissolve in the 
water in following proportions (in plastic / glass vessel)
Water  1 litre.
Alum  100 grams.
The artists sometimes test the concentration by means 
of tasting a drop of alum solution. It should taste very 
sharp and caustic.
Wherever Red colour is required the above solution 

is brushed on cloth by means of kalam. The solution thus applied is allowed to dry on the cloth 
completely till the alum crystals reappear. Allow the cloth to dry under shade for 2 days.

BY SRINIvAS KROTHAPALLY
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 MAKING OF A KALAMKARI PAINTING

To remove unfixed mordant attached to the cloth, the cloth should be washed in running 
waters. While washing, care should be taken to prevent the unfixed alum which is flowing 
away from the cloth does not touch other areas (i.e. unmordanted areas). Keep it in flowing 
waters for 5 minutes. Rinse and dry the cloth.
The shevelli (Rubia cordifolia Linn) and surul (ventilago madraspatana Gaerth) are mixed in 
sufficient amount of water and allowed to boil. The cloth is immersed in this dye solution. 
It is stirred for sometime. When all the mordanted areas become Red, the artist removes 
the cloth. It is then washed thoroughly. The dying vessel must be non-reactive as it will not 
interfere with dyeing.

For 10 meters of cloth:
Surul Bark ( ventilago Madraspatana Gaerth )  100 grams.
Shevelli Root ( Rubia Cordifolia Linn )  150 grams
Water  20 litres.
mordant

On leaving the dye- bath the whole surface of the 
cloth gets more or less stained with the colour 
Red, but this colour on unmordanted areas can 
be removed by bleaching thus leaving a coloured 
design on white background. 

TO OBTAIN VARIATIONS OF RED 
COLOUR:

By adding little bit of Iron black solution in the 
mordant, darker shades of red like maroon, choc-
olates are obtained. By altering the proportions 
of the dye stuffs employed in dye bath. i.e. more 
parts of surul in the dye bath will cause darker 
shades of Red & Maroon.  By varying alum con-
centration (i.e. light Red appears where alum is applied once whereas bright Reds appear in 
those areas where alum is applied twice or thrice.) 
* Note: Surul/Shevelli are native names (telugu)

BLEACHING

BleachingThe cloth is soaked in sheep’s dung solution and squeezed a little and kept wet 
over night.
In presence of strong sunlight, the cloth is kept on a moist riverbed. The water is sprinkled 
continuously. This process goes on for weeks until that cloth is fully bleached. The Red and 
Black portions will retain the colour while the rest is bleached white.

BY SRINIvAS KROTHAPALLY
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 MAKING OF A KALAMKARI PAINTING

YELLOW
The cloth is again soaked in buffalo’s milk, 
squeezed tightly and dried. This will prevent 
spreading of colours (i.e.. yellow, blue, and green) 
after dipping the cloth in the milk, the cloth is 
dried in sunlight for 1 day. It is then allowed to dry 
under shade for another day. It is now ready for 
colouring.

Myrobalan Flower Powder  100 grams.
Water  1500 ml.
Alum  2 teaspoons full.
The myrobalan flowers (Termalia chebula Retz) are 
grounded into fine powder. It is poured into wa-
ter and boiled till the volume is halved. It is then 
cooled and filtered. Later, it is applied on the cloth 
using the bamboo reed or kalam.

       
BLUE
Indigo is the blue matter extracted from the plant 
Indigoferra Tinctoria. It is insoluble in water. This is 
dissolved only in alkaline solution. The artist puts a 
certain amount of indigo in large earthen pot full 
of water adding proportionate quantities of lime, 
fuller’s earth and tagara seeds. It i s then mixed with 
a stick and left for one week. This is applied on the 
cloth, using a separate pen.
Synthetic blue method : owing to the non availability 
of natu-
ral in-
digo, the 
crafts-
men 

often use laundry blue crystals (ultramarine) for 
colouring blue areas. These crystals are dissolved in 
water and later applied on the cloth.

GREENS

Blue colour is painted over the yellow areas to get 
Green. The cloth is finally washed in the flowing 
river water.

BY SRINIvAS KROTHAPALLY
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 MAKING OF A KALAMKARI PAINTING

Materials 
Required :

-Handmade Paper
-Permanent sketch pen
Black and Red Color
- Kalamkari Design
- Carbon paper
-Tracing Design
- pencil.

How to do?

First trace the design to 
the tracing sheet and 
then to the handmade 
paper. Once the design 
is traced. Give the out-
line using black perma-
nent marker. Let it dry.
Once dried fill the de-
signs with red marker.

Once completed you 
have a very beautiful 
simple
 Kalamkari Painting.
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 JEWELRY SERIES: TUTORIAL 4 – STONE BIB NECKLACE

BY DIvYA.N 

vISIT HER ONLINE AT WWW.JEWELSOFSAYURI.BLOGSPOT.COM/

In this edition of the Jewelry series, I am going to show you how to make Fabric
jewelry – A Statement bib necklace made from crystals, kundan stones and fabric.

Materials required for the necklace:
- Rhinestone or Kundan stones in assorted sizes from big to small
- Fabric 14X14 square
- Paper pattern
- Satin ribbon
- Fusing (Fusible interfacing matching to your fabric)
- Scissors
- Fabric glue
- Matching thread & needle or Sewing machine

Materials required for the pattern:
- Paper or chart
- pencil
- Basic tools like measuring tape, scale, scissors and a round tool (plate or
French curve)

www.jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
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 JEWELRY SERIES: TUTORIAL 4 – STONE BIB NECKLACE

BY DIvYA.N 

vISIT HER ONLINE AT WWW.JEWELSOFSAYURI.BLOGSPOT.COM/

Procedure:

1) Making the paper pattern – Mark a point on your neck (center) where you want the 
inner round on the necklace to fall. Measure around your neck at that point (upto 0.5” beyond 
the shoulder point) – This is your inner circumference and transfer on a sheet of paper. Mark 1.5” 
for the shoulder and 2.5” at the center neck where you want more depth. Now using a round 
plate or a tool like French curve, join the points to get a pattern as indicated. Fold in half and cut 
to get the exact pattern. Instead you can trace a neckline from any of your favourite tops and use 
it as a guide for the bib. 

Making the necklace – 2) Preparation: Iron the chosen fabric well to avoid creases. Trace 
the pattern on the reverse side of the fabric. Cut 2 pieces, leaving 0.5” seam allowance.

www.jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
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 JEWELRY SERIES: TUTORIAL 4 – STONE BIB NECKLACE

BY DIvYA.N 

vISIT HER ONLINE AT WWW.JEWELSOFSAYURI.BLOGSPOT.COM/

3) Trace the paper pattern on a fusible and cut without seam allowance. Fuse on to one of the 
fabric pieces. Ideally fusibles are added to the front keeping the back slack to provide strength 
and shape retention to segment being fused. However here we’ll do the reverse. We fuse the 
piece that goes on the back as we are going to embroidery the front with stones.

4) Place the stones in any pattern you like, starting with the big stones and keep adding the 
smaller ones till you are satisfied with the pattern. Using very little fabric glue, glue it in place. 
Once dry, use a hand needle and matching thread, stitch up all the stones

www.jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
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 JEWELRY SERIES: TUTORIAL 4 – STONE BIB NECKLACE

BY DIvYA.N 

vISIT HER ONLINE AT WWW.JEWELSOFSAYURI.BLOGSPOT.COM/

5) Cut two 12” ribbon pieces and singe the edges with fire. Attach (using machine stitch 
or double back stitch) one of the edges to the seam allowance (shoulder) of the bib and 
doo the same on the other side for tie up

6) Pin both pieces of the bib together (right sides facing inside and stitch the inner curve. 
You could either hand stitch (back stitch) or machine stitch. Tuck the ribbon inside care-
fully while you do this. Slash the extra seam allowance.

7) Turn inside out and fold the allowance of the lower curve and hem (blind or tubular 
hem). No stitch or thread should be visible outside.

That’s it!! Your Stone bib necklace is done…Pair it with a simple Tshirt, a jersey dress or 
even a plain chiffon saree for a stunning look.

www.jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet  Pritesh Of  Aadyaa Originals 

I first saw Pritesh’s work on the Logo 
she designed for Dhonuk. They have 
changed their logo since then, but it 
was simply fantastic. It got me to be 
a devoted follower on her blog, and 
then on her Facebook page. Her talent 
is truly mesmerising.Now she has start-
ed an online exclusive store - Aadyaa 
originals 

Congratulations to Pritesh on all her 
success, and all the very best for her future. 

TELL US A LITTLE MORE ABOUT AADYAA ORIGINALS AND HOW IT 
ALL STARTED?

It all started with an Internet chat Sayali and I had around September 2011. We both felt 
we were in wrong professions and we belonged elsewhere. In spite of having done well 
at our respective jobs, the ones we were trained for, we felt there was a missing link. I was 
working as a researcher in Materials Physics and she, as a software consultant. Art tugged 
at both of us and we felt it was time to answer “the call”. Aadyaa Originals, as a crafts stu-
dio, got crystallized with a meeting in Stockholm and even further, during a meeting in 
Dubai. Our respective husbands were 100% supportive and encouraging. And that is how 
Aadyaa came to where it is today.

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR BUSINESS AND WEBSITE, AND WHAT 
INSPIRED YOU TO START?

We, as Aadyaa Originals, work on a 
highly one-on-one interaction basis for 
creating exclusive and
personalized articles. We aim at creat-
ing not just an article, but an experi-
ence for all our clients. Our
penchant for everything defining our 
style and taste was what started us on 
this path and we hope to go a long 
way. Our current website (which is still 
under construction), is more of an in-
formation and inquiry portal as we don’t do bulk work. No two clients ever want the same 
thing, so our page gives our clients an idea of the work we have done in the past and to 
help them make their minds up about what kind of project they’d like made.

http://www.aadyaa.com
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet  Pritesh Of  Aadyaa Originals 

HOW DID YOU DECIDE ON THE 
BRAND NAME "AADYAA 
ORIGINALS"?

As a team, we are firm believers of original 
designs and creating a project we can call 
our brain-child completely. We were look-
ing for a word that would be synonymous 
with Original and we wanted it in Sanskrit, 
the root of most Indian languages. At the 
same time, we didn’t want our international 
clients googling up the meaning of Aadyaa. 
That was how Aadyaa Originals, the name, 
was arrived at. Though Aadyaa Originals 
remains the name of our brand, we will 
eventually have sub-brand names for differ-
ent lines of products.

CAN YOU TELL US SOMETHING 
ABOUT THE FUTURE PLANS FOR 
AADYAA ORIGINALS? FOR EXAM-
PLE, NEW PRODUCTS THAT YOU 
PLAN TO BRING IN, ETC.

The future for Aadyaa Originals is based on our 
motto: Think Art, Think Aadyaa. We plan to get 
into various media of artistic expressions. The 
Fabrics line, Dhaagaa, was launched on July 28, 
with initial offerings of cotton hand-bags and 
customized sarees. Our exotic quilled jewellery 
line – Jewel Thief – is out as well. We are begin-
ning to explore unusual materials for jewellery 
and accessories as well. In short, there is a lot 
up our sleeves. With time, we shall unveil our 
plans.
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet  Pritesh Of  Aadyaa Originals 
ON A PERSONAL FRONT (MORE ABOUT PRITESH ANANTH 
KRISHNAN), WHAT CRAFT MEDIUMS DO YOU WORK WITH AND 
WHAT ARE YOUR MOST FAVORITES?

I have left no media unexplored out of 
what I could lay my hands on. Water and 
poster colours were the first. Then came 
acrylics, oil paints, pencil colours and 
eventually, water colour pencils. My forte 
was portrait sketching. Paper craft had 
been present off and on as a hobby but 
quilling is my latest acquisition. I started 
quilling less than a year ago and have 
taken to it. I love the myriad forms paper 
strips can take. I find it almost medita-
tive to quill. If I was to pick a favourite, I 
will still opt for portrait sketching. I find it 
difficult to make time for it currently, but I 
hope to soon. 

WHAT OR WHO INSPIRES 
YOU?

On the whole, you can call me a real-
ist artist. I love to imitate real life in 
my work, as closely as possible. So, 
it’s life itself that is my inspiration. 
Life in all its forms and all her gran-
deur.

DO YOU HAVE A WORK 
ROOM OR YOUR OWN 
STUDIO?

Yes, I do have my workspace, which 
doubles as my writing desk as well.
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 FEATURED ARTIST

Meet  Pritesh Of  Aadyaa Originals 
WHERE DO YOU SELL YOUR WORK OR DESIGNS?

So far, my work has been sold through online and personal contacts. And I must admit, 
it has kept me busy. Now that we have expansion plans, we intend to start collaborating 

with various art galleries and boutiques for sale of our work.

DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN ANY SHOWS OR SPECIAL EVENTS?

We have participated in the first UAE Quilling exhibition held at Umm al Quwain on 
Nov. 22, 2011 and the images can be found at: https://plus.google.com/u/0/pho-
tos/112694761867039320245/albums/5677804742487641537. Now that we are in India, 
our eye is set on the prestigious Kala Ghoda festival, the pinnacle of recognition for any-
one in the Art field.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME, WE KNOW OUR READERS 
WILL BE SO PLEASED TO MEET YOU.

It’s a pleasure and honour to be featured in your magazine. Please do drop by at www.
aadyaa.com to take a look at our work. And thank you for your time and patience.

https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/112694761867039320245/albums/5677804742487641537
https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/112694761867039320245/albums/5677804742487641537
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 SEWING SERIES : TOOLS FOR SEWING

     Wool Fabrics 
A natural fiber, wool comes primarily from sheep. However, we also 
get wool from goats, rabbits, camels and llamas. A wool fiber is either 
short and fluffy,when it is know as woollen yarn, or its long, strong, 
and smooth, when it  is called worsted. The term virgin wool denotes 
wool fibers that are being used for the first time. Wool may be repro-
cessed or reused and is then often mixed with other fibers
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 SEWING SERIES : TOOLS FOR SEWING
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 SEWING SERIES : TOOLS FOR SEWING
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 SEWING SERIES : TOOLS FOR SEWING

     Cotton Fabrics 
One of the most versatile and popular of all fabrics, cotton is a natural fiber that 
comes from the seed pods,or bolls, of the cotton plant. It is thought that cotton fibers 
have been in use since ancient times. Today, the world’s biggest producers of cotton 
include the United States, India, and countries in the Middle East. Cotton fibers can 
be filament or staple, with the longest and finest used for top-quality bed linen. Cotton 
clothing is widely worn in warmer climates as the fabric will keep you cool.
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 SEWING SERIES : TOOLS FOR SEWING
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 SEWING SERIES : TOOLS FOR SEWING
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 SEWING SERIES : TOOLS FOR SEWING
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 HOW TO MAKE TABLE TOP FOUNTAIN

DR.JYOTI GUPTA

TABLE-TOP FOUNTAIN  As the name says,these fountains can be placed indoors on table
tops,corners,stairs side,or as you like these are portable and light weight,very easy to han-
dle.

MATERIAL REQUIRED:

Thermacol sheet:2” thick:1,and 1”thick : 1
Round,or oval,or square aluminium shallow tray with a minimum height of 6”.
White cement:7 kg.approx.
Grey cement:3kg.approx.
Fevicol:1kg.approx.
Enamel paints:brown,white,green,blue,each 50 gms packing.
Clear varnish:100gms approx.
Electric motor:that used for coolers.it throws the water upto a ht of 3-4ft.

FOR DECORATION:

Green artificial grass,coconut trees,decorative figures,houses,animals,birds etc what ever 
you want to place according to your choice.

METHOD:

How to make a paste of 
cement?

For example,take 250 ml 
water in a plastic container.
Add 50 ml of fevicol to 
it.Stir well.now slowly add 
white cement to the liquid 
stirring to a smooth batter 
like consistency of cake.
Thick batter.This you have 
to make only in small 
quantities because it 
hardens very fast.
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 HOW TO MAKE TABLE TOP FOUNTAIN

DR.JYOTI GUPTA

Now,make this paste.Line the aluminium container with fevicoal and apply this paste as 
ineer coating.This gives protection to the pot against water.

Draw an outline on 2”thermacoal a bit outer than the size of pot.cut it by using cutter.
Mark the desired size to be left for the insertion of motor at the back.

Mark another cut for the fall to fall in the pot.

Cut atleast two sheets of 2”thick size.we need them to be placed on the top of container as 
the base for the fountain.

Apply the cement paste on both sides of sheets.and paste them together.now apply anoth-
er coat of cement paste on the outer side of sheet and place it on the top of container.

Leave it for a day to dry.

Next day,place 1”thermacoal slabs cut into desired sizes as steps upto a height of atleast
15”.we will place a large slab on these steps to raise our house. 

On the other side,prepare for the waterfall.you can make steps here too,or a simple stone 
wall.our fountain will fall as a large water fall.

To make a stone wall,break small pieces,square in shape(uneven sized).dip them in the bat-
ter of white and grey cement.and place one on other,. When you have completed all the 
placements,now we will waterproof the fall.it should not split water on other things.
Place stones on the outer sides of the water fall area.pour enough white and grey cement 
mixer so that all the holes and openings are sealed.

Let dry for a day.

On the top of the fall area,place a small piece of 2”thick thermacoal.make a hole big 
enough to insert a flexible pipe for the motor.cut the pipe according to the height of 
fountain.

Place stones to hide the opening of fall.this looks otherwise as a tap running instead of a 
proper water fall.

Let dry for a day.

Next day have a trial for any leakage. 

If any,pour cement paste on any possible openings.
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 HOW TO MAKE TABLE TOP FOUNTAIN

DR.JYOTI GUPTA

When completely satisfied,give a first coat of white enamel paint.let dry.

Next day,colour the stones with brown,waterfall area with light blue,grass with green 
and so on.

Let dry.
Now,you can decorate at your will using fevicoal and plastic glue.
Apply a coat of clear varnish to give an instant glow and finishing effect.
Let dry.

NOW,YOU CAN PROUDLY PLACE THIS WATERFALL IN YOUR LIvING AREA AND ENJOY
THE MELODIOUS SOUND OF WATER TRICKLING IN YOUR EARS WITH YOUR EYES
CLOSE FOR A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE.ACCORDING TO FENGSHUI,YOU SHOULD
PLACE THIS WATERFALL ON NORTH-EAST DIReCTION.AND RUN IT ATLEAST ONCE A
DAY.THIS WILL INCREASE THE CIRCULATION OF MONEY AND PEACE IN YOUR
HOME.
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 CROCHET SERIES: HALTER TOP

H hook
Gauge: 5 sc = 1" approx

5 rows of white:

Row 1: Ch 22, sc in 2nd ch from hk.  Sc in 
next 9 sts, 3sc in next and then sc in next 
10 sts, ch 1 turn.  Back Loops Only
Row 2: Sc in first st, then next 10 sts, 3sc 
in next and then sc in next 11 sts, ch 1 
turn.  Back Loops Only
Rows 3-5: Follow the same pattern. sc 
across, 3 sc in the point, sc across.  You 
are increasing in each row.

Rows 6-8: Follow same pattern. Change 
to Lavender.

White: Rows 9-13: Follow same pattern.
Lavender: Rows 14-16: Follow same pat-
tern.

White: Rows 17-21: Follow same pattern.

Lavender: Rows 22-24: Follow same pattern.

White: Rows 25-29: Follow same pattern.

Lavender: Rows 30-31: Follow same pattern.
Lavender Row 32: Same pattern, but use hdc instead of sc.

Edging Lavender: Row 33: Ch 4, skip 1 st, sc. Repeat to point.  In the point, do 3 hdc. Ch 4, skip 
1st, sc in next st.
Edging White: Row 34: Ch 4, sc in ch 4 sp from Row 33.  In the point, do 3 hdc. Ch 4, sc in ch 4 sp 
from Row 33.
Edging Lavender: Row 35: Ch 4, sc in ch 4 sp from Row 34.  In the point, do 3 hdc. Ch 4, sc in ch 
4 sp from Row 34. Fasten off.  Weave in all ends.

Straps: make 4

Ch 40, sl st in 2nd ch from hook. Sl st in each st back down to original ch. Fasten off.  Sew to top 
points and to sides.  (Use pictures as guidelines)

Pattern credit to http://www.christinassunshinehaven.com
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Pattern credit to http://www.christinassunshinehaven.com

DIFFERENT TEXTURE PAINTING
NAvYA  DAS
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              ART GALLERY               ART GALLERY

I had to share these with our reader. Check for more such works of Aadyaa. Do visit online 
at www.aadyaa.com
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 EMBROIDERY DESIGN
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 PRINTABLES FOR KIDS
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 KALAMKARI DESIGN
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 CROSS STITCH DESIGN
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 DESIGN SHEETS
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GIVE YOUR 
BUSINESS A BIT 
OF A BUZZ
ADvERTISE ON  
CRAFTZINERS NETWORK

EMAIL: CRAFTZINERS@GMAIL.COM

 Crafter’s    
  Corner
    www.crafterscorner.in

MARKET PLACE

http://www.aadyaa.com
http://crafterscorner.in
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Do you need more hits of your blog, Do you have an 
interesting article / tutorial that you want to share to 
our readers. Then just send the article or article link to 
our editors at craftziners. You can be our next feature. 
Just mail to craftziners@gmail.com
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